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Agenda
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• History and Background –Marilyn Seastrom and Jennifer Nielsen, NCES – 15 minutes

• Supporting Current Data Collections – Carrie, NCES – 15 minutes

• Improving Data Use After Collection – Bob, OMB – 15 minutes

• Technical Components and Demonstrations – Zac, Sanametrix – 15 minutes

• Questions and Discussion – If you have questions for the panel, please send them via 
the chat window



History and Background
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Education Statistics
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National Center for 
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History
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• The ED Data Inventory was developed in response to a 2009 data.gov initiative and 
was the subject of a 2012-13 GAO performance audit 
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-596R

• GAO concluded that “Education has followed a reasonable process to populate its 
inventory and has designed appropriate internal controls to ensure the accuracy of 
information included, such as reviewing and verifying data entered into the inventory.”

• The inventory draws heavily on content from the OMB ICRs, through a manual 
process. This led to an interest in combining the two processes

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-596R


Background:  Project description
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• This project builds upon NCES’ research and Beta version of the ED Data Inventory by 
developing electronic templates within a capture/review system (OMBICR) that 
generates Supporting Statements Parts A and B of the ICR while tagging the data 
elements in the ICR needed to populate the ED Data Inventory

• The OMB ICR tracks authorship and reviewer roles throughout the development 
process

• After OMB approval is obtained, any changes are entered into the ICR template and the 
OMB ICR generates an extract of the specified metadata fields from the templatized 
ICR and populates the enterprise data inventory



Background:  Project cost
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• FY2018 Funds (for work in 2019)
– $180,000 in President’s Management Agenda Cross Agency Project (CAP) Goal 

funding and
– $119,985.47 in NCES Statistics funds to:

• Develop an electronic template that produces Supporting Statements Parts A & B of an 
OMB ICR package, tracks authorship and reviewer roles throughout the agency 
development of the Supporting Statements A and B, and develop an electronic 
interface to create a capture/review system that automatically extracts metadata fields 
from the templatized ICR and populates the enterprise data inventory

• FY2019 Funds (for work in 2020)
– $325,000 in President’s Management Agenda Cross Agency Project (CAP) Goal 

funding to:
• Extend the capture/review system development and implementation beyond NCES to 

other offices within the Department of Education and/or to another federal agency on 
a pilot basis



Develop electronic templates with a capture/review system (OMBICR)
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Develop electronic templates with a capture/review system (OMBICR)
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Populate the ED Data Inventory – Formatted output to the EDI
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Enhancements and Agency Demonstrations/Pilots
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• Enhancements
– Testing within NCES resulted in useful feedback and critical enhancements that shifted 

the focus of the application from inventory to ICR creation
– Demonstrations across ED have resulted in additional enhancements and suggestions for 

next round of funding

• Agency demonstrations and pilots
– Thirteen demonstrations at eight agencies:  ED (NCES and NCEE), Commerce (Census), 

HUD (PD&R), CFPB, FCC, NSF (NCSES), EPA, and GSA (COE Cloud Adoption)



Supporting Current Data Collections

Carrie Clarady
NCES OMB Liaison
National Center for 
Education Statistics



Role of the OMB Liaison
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• Work with program officers and their contractors to prepare packages for review by 
OMB

• Historically, the process of submitting a new package began with the program office 
building each new package by using the most recent previously cleared package (in 
.doc) as a first rough draft

• For a new package, the review process usually takes 1-6 weeks from submission of the 
completed package to my office to publication in the Federal Register or submission to 
OMB

• My job: make our OMB officer’s life easier and our waits for reviews and clearances 
shorter, keep work flowing



Why NCES is a great place to develop this tool
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• A lot of research, not very many researchers 
– The workload is high and efficiency is especially valued

• More than half of our studies are voluntary data collections
– Monitoring burden is a primary function of PRA review

– Respondent incentives are frequent and necessary 

• Education research is frequently multistage
– Sampling at the state, district, school levels

• If this approach can work for NCES, it should be powerful and flexible enough to work 

across most of government



The value of a tool like this
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• Previously, review was done by email exchanges of Word documents. 
– Requires a deep and continuously maintained archive of previously submitted and 

cleared, which can be interrupted by employee transitions

• The tool supports building of the Supporting Statements Parts A & B through a 
structured collection of information about the research plan  

– Planning
– Record of comments back and forth and all decisions made
– Submission to PRA/OMB
– Documenting the decisions of OMB
– Locking the package and keeping the approved version ready to go for the next approval 

request



Growing Pains
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• Change is frustrating, difficult, and disfavored
– There is a significant time investment the first time a group of contractors and researchers 

uses the tool
– Contractors shared across projects seems to be helping with this issue

• Complex Incentive Structures – still working on it!
– Only relevant for voluntary studies (not an issue for administrative data collections)
– Most NCES studies contain at least one incentive experiment 
– Non-monetary incentives 

• Multistage Sampling Structures – still working on it!

• Better tracking for Attachments
– NCES studies always have at least two appendices, one for recruitment and 

communication materials and one for instruments
– Some packages have far more, up to about 25
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Technical Components and Demonstrations

Zac Mangold
Director of Operations
Sanametrix, Inc.



Technology 
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Flexible, Scalable, Compatible, Modern

• Flexible Authentication
• Email/password or Active Directory

• Scalable Architecture
• Abstract data structures
• Custom organizational elements and user types
• Custom display/options based on user

• Simple Host Environment Requirements
• SQL Server
• .NET Core

• Aurelia Client Application
• Html and JavaScript

Estimated LOE

2-4 months 
*Shared hosting

4-6 months 
*Agency hosted

Deploy
Test
Refine
Rollout
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Looking ahead… 

Standardizing the format of delivery 
will reduce processing time (creation, 
review, and approval).

Promotes collaboration, a 
central repository of ICRs 
using a standardized format. 
Version control, historical 
repository, and process 
control.

OMBICR can create a new or 
contribute to an existing Data 
Inventory. 

Supports the Open Data Initiative

Improved data quality by 
including system validations 
for fields and sections within 
the ICR.  
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